
What to Expect

After the experience we are continuing the trip towards Split and we are expected to arrive in Split at 6:00 pm

Comfortable, air-conditioned private vehicle with an English speaking driver  
Available Wi-Fi inside the vehicle  
Sightseeing the town of Zadar, historical and cultural old town of Roman ruins, medieval churches and museums 

Visiting contemporary Sea organ and Greeting to the sun

Scenic ride along the coast with panoramic views of the Dalmatian islands 

Visit St. Jacob Cathedral, one of a kind monument on the UNESCO World Heritage list in Šibenik

Duration : approx.   9 hours

Activities: History and culture, Walking, Gastronomy

Perfect for individuals, couples and families 

Morning departure from Split, Pick up at the Atrium Hotel at 8:00 - 8:30 am to begin this exciting day trip to 

Zadar. A historic old town of Roman ruins, medieval churches, cosmopolitan cafes and quality museums set on a 

small peninsula, Zadar is an intriguing city. The mix of ancient relics, Habsburg elegance coastal setting and 

unsightly tower blocks is wath gives Zadar so much caracter. This is a living vibrant city, enjoyed by residents and 

visitors alike. While you stroll among Roman remains and famous churches from Middle Ages, do not forget to 

visit contemporary Sea organ and Greeting to the sun works of art situated on the entrance to the port.

After visiting and exploring the beautis of Zadar peninsula we are going to have a lunch in one of the local 

restorants where you can try local and Croatian cusine.

On our way back we will visit the city of Šibenik – the oldest Croatian city on the Adriatic coast to visit St Jacob 
Cathedral, one of a kind monument on the UNESCO World Heritage List. Made of stone exclusively, its unique 

constructions were both bold and unusual for that time. The cathedral, the Renaissance town hall, the Prince’s 
castle, the neighboring churches, and palaces – all are a part of a remarkable square, often cited as the most 
beautiful one in Croatia.

Explore Zadar and discver Šibenik 

PRIVATE ONE DAY TOUR

SPLIT - ZADAR - ŠIBENIK - SPLIT

See more of Croatia on a private tour to Zadar with visiting the city Šibenik. We are going to take You to the 
historic old town of Roman ruins, medieval churches, cosmopolitan cafes and quality museums set on a small 

peninsulaand and one of the most popular tourist destinations - the city of Zadar. The beautiful Croatian town 

with a 3000 year historyand rich cultural heritage is an ideal place for touring and sightseeing. Afterward, see 

the historical attractions and UNESCO World Heritage Sites of Šibenik.

On Your tour, You will have on disposal a private vehicle with one of our English speaking drivers, who will take 

care of You during Your tour and make sure you do not miss any of the best highlights of the tour! 

Highlights : 



Departure point:          Atrium Hotel pick up

Suggested itinerary:

08:00 - 08:30  Pick up and departure from Split  
10:00 - 13:00  Arrival to Zadar Zadar sightseeing, free time

13:00 - 14:30  Departure from Zadar to have lunch, free time for lunch

15:30 - 16:00  Visit St. Jacob Cathedral, one of a kind monument on the UNESCO World Heritage list in Šibenik
17:30 - 18:00  Arrival to Split

Price include: Price exclude: 

° Transport by air-conditioned comfortable vehicle ° Entrance fees 

° Private tour with an English speaking driver °
° Round-trip private transfer

° Available Wi-Fi inside the vehicle ° Gratuities 

° Hotel pick up and drop-off, 

° Passenger insurance in the vehicle

° Tolls and parking , Fuel and VAT

Tour availability :        Per vehicle, every day all year

Price info: 1 - 3  person    =  2.400,00 HRK  ( ~ 300 EUR)

4 - 6  persons  =  2.800,00 HRK  ( ~ 370 EUR)

7 - 8  persons  =  3.400,00 HRK  ( ~ 450 EUR)

Lunch (There will be stops at local restaurants where 

you can enjoy lunch at your own expense)

Bring your camera to take unforgettable photos of  Zadar and Šibenik, Wear comfortable shoes and put on sun 
protection,  Have a bottle of water with you as a refreshment, beach towel to make your day in the sun as 

comfortable as possible and a good mood 

Useful tips:


